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Abstract
Many insects use soft adhesive footpads to climb on plants. The adhesive contact
of these footpads is mediated by a thin layer of an oily secretion, whose function
remains largely unclear. Earlier work suggested that the uid contributes to the
adhesion via viscous dissipation, but this function has recently been questioned. In
this study, we investigated in a simplied model system how the rate-dependence of
wet soft adhesives was inuenced by viscoelastic dissipation in the bulk solid versus
viscous dissipation in the contact-mediating uid layer.

The rate-dependence of

the adhesion of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) followed an established empirical
power law that links viscoelastic dissipation to crack propagation speed. When a
liquid was present in the contact zone, the rate-dependence was reduced compared
to dry contacts, but did not depend on the liquid's viscosity. This suggests that the
contribution of dissipation via the liquid's viscosity was negligible, which is likely
because the liquid was in "elastic connement". Such a state of connement is
known to cause the liquid response to be dominated by deformation of the solid.
We propose two mechanisms that may explain viscoelastic dissipation in the bulk
solid in the presence of a uid interface.

In the rst, the uid is considered to

act as a lubrication layer that limits viscoelastic dissipation near the crack tip,
thereby decreasing rate-dependence of adhesion. In the second, rate-dependence
is attributed to viscoelastic braking in a wetting ridge that emerges on soft solids
as an eect of surface tension. Our results support the idea that the uid layer in
insect adhesion does not increase adhesion via viscous forces, but rather reduces
rate-dependence by minimizing viscoelastic dissipation in the footpad.
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1 | Introduction
1.1

The insect wet adhesion mechanism

Climbing animals are able to climb on a variety of surfaces very well, ranging
from smooth glass to rough rocks and from wet leaves to hydrophobic plants.
Whereas the animals can easily grip on some surfaces by grasping around asperities
with digits or by interlocking with claws, they have to stick to others [1]. For
this last purpose, many animals use specialised adhesive footpads that comprise
a wide set of requirements.

The pads provide the animal with the capability

to adhere to both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces, to surfaces of dierent
roughnesses and under dierent angles, combining strong attachment with rapid
controllable detachment.

The act of sticking is performed relatively eortlessly

and can be repeated millions of times without losing functionality [25]. Although
these specialized footpads have been subject to research for centuries [6, 7], their
mechanism is still not completely understood, nor can their impressive combination
of features be reproduced. As a result, both fundamental and applied scientists
remain curious about the sticky feet.
A rst step in classifying these adhesive mechanisms is the distinction between
wet and dry adhesion, where adhesive forces are believed to be generated by
dierent interactions. Geckos and a variety of lizards would adhere directly with
their feet to the surface; the so-called dry adhesion (see Figure 1a). The sophisticated ultrastructure of the feet enables numerous molecular contacts with the
surface, leading to many intermolecular interactions such as van der Waals forces
that, combined, generate a signicant adhesive force [8].
On the other hand, tree frogs and insects use wet adhesion, where the contact
between the pad and surface is mediated by a thin lm of liquid that is excreted
from the foot pad (see Figure 1b) [912].

The animals' sticking ability is often

explained by a combination of the capillary and viscous forces arising from the uid
lm [1317]. Estimates for the thickness of the lm go down to a few nanometers,
thereby not excluding the possibility of additional dry intermolecular interactions
between pad and surface [5, 9, 16].
Although the presence of a uid lm may increase the eective contact area
and with that the total adhesive force on rough surfaces, additional uid deposition on smooth surfaces would reduce any capillary and viscous forces as these
decrease with uid thickness [5]. The secreted uid's exact function in the adhesive
mechanism therefore remains largely unclear. Specic treatments to remove the
secretion have been shown to reduce the insect's adhesive performance, but this
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Dry and wet adhesion. Animals make use of dierent types
of specialized footpads to stick to a variety of surfaces. (1a) Geckos

have adapted a dry adhesion mechanism, where the footpads adhere
via numerous molecular contacts. Image obtained from GeckskinTM
(geckskin.umass.edu). (1b) Insects make use of wet adhesion. Here,
we see the footpad of an ant with a uid trail (blue). Credit: Walter
Federle [5].
eect could not be decoupled from the dehydration of the pad, which by itself can
lead to reduced adhesion [18, 19].
In order to describe the adhesive behaviour in the presence of a liquid lm
sandwiched between the pad cuticle and the surface, various models have been
developed that consider the total adhesive force
forces

Fcap

and viscous forces

Fvis

Fadh

to be the sum of capillary

[1217]:

(1)

Fadh (v) = Fcap + Fvis (v)
where

v

is some characteristic speed involved in detachment.

of the viscous force is rate-dependent, i.e.

The contribution

the faster one pulls, the higher the

resistance of the viscosity. This behaviour is inherent to viscosity, hence viscous
forces are a dynamic contribution to the adhesive force. On the contrary, capillary
forces do not show a similar rate-dependent behaviour and generate a static force.
Recently, Labonte and Federle [12] have investigated the role of the secretion's
viscosity in the wet adhesive behaviour of Indian stick insect foot pads. Although
the adhesive force was indeed rate-dependent, the dynamic behaviour could not
be explained by viscous eects in the uid. Therefore, it was concluded that the
contribution of the secretion's viscosity to adhesion was negligible.

Instead, the

authors suggested that the rate-dependence of adhesion resulted from dissipation
in the pad cuticle.
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In this new hypothesis for the role of the pad itself in wet adhesion we have
found a starting point for the work presented here.

However, insect footpads

have a complex morphology, and many of the pad's properties are unkown.

To

accurately assess and describe the physics of a wet, yet soft adhesive contact,
a simplied control system was used in this study. This artical system allowed
accurate control of the relevant properties and could be designed with a morphology
amenable to rst-principle mechanics. Furthermore, interest in the mechanics of
soft solid materials has increased [2022]. Most adhesive models work for either
wet rigid materials [23, 24] or dry elastic materials [25, 26], but few exist that
combine wet adhesion with elastic properties.
Therefore the following research question was phrased for this thesis:

How does the presence of a thin uid layer aect the adhesive behaviour of a
soft solid?
We note that the major goal of this study was of explorative nature.

By

combining expertise from physical chemistry and biomechanics, we have attempted
to simplify insect adhesion to study the basic physics that govern the adhesive
behaviour. In this way, we aimed to translate the mysteries of a complex biological
system to simple, dened questions.

The subquestions in this project were the

following: What is the rate-dependence of adhesion of our articial system without
the presence of a liquid?

How does the presence of a liquid aect this rate-

dependence? What is the origin of rate-dependence in wet adhesion of soft solids?
The coming section summarises the theoretical framework that underlies our
research question.

After the introduction of the basics of insect adhesion, we

continue with a short explanation of dry fracture mechanics, the energy approach
to the adhesive behaviour of soft solids.

Next, we discuss the origin of rate-

dependence of adhesion in these solids. Finally, we use this knowledge to motivate
the design of our synthetic adhesive system chosen to address our research question.

1.2

The basis of dry fracture mechanics

The adhesive behaviour of soft solids was described by Barquins and Maugis in
their dry fracture mechanics approach [25] and is shortly revisited in this section.
We consider two solid elastic bodies that are in contact over an area
variation in

A

would change the total surface energy

US ,

A.

Any

dened as

dUS = (γ1 + γ2 − γ12 )dA = −wdA

(2)

γ1 and γ2 are the surface energies and γ12
is the interfacial energy of the two bodies, and w is the Dupré or thermodynamic
work of adhesion. The total energy of the system UT under a load P is the sum of
the surface energy, stored elastic energy UE and potential energy of the load UP ,

where, under true equilibrium conditions,

and its variation is, for an isothermal and reversible change, given by:

dUT = dUE + dUP + dUS ≤ 0

(3)
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G

is now introduced, written as:

G=

δUE
δUP
+
δA
δA

(4)

The variation of the total free energy in a spontaneous change can thus be written
as:

dUT = (G − w)dA ≤ 0
If

G = w,

the system is in equilibrium (Grith's criterion).

relation links

P

to

A

This equilibrium

for equilibrium at xed load. One might try to separate the

bodies, i.e. to change

G.

(5)

P,

which would via equation (4) translate to a change in

According to equation (5), values

G > w

force the system to decrease

A,

meaning that a separation of the two bodies is initiated. For the sake of simplicity,
we assume here a circular contact zone. The receding contact area can be treated
as a crack that propagates through the interface. The speed of crack propagation

v

is dened as the change of contact radius

v=−

a

with time

t:

da
dt

(6)

G can be viewed as the energy required to extend an interfacial crack by a unit area,
and a mechanical energy, GdA, is released when the crack extends by dA. The
breaking of interfacial bonds requires the energy wdA and the excess (G − w)dA
is either dissipated in the system or converted to kinetic energy. G − w can be seen
as the driving force for crack propagation, or the so-called crack extension force.

1.3

Rate-dependence in dry adhesion

In typical adhesion measurements, one measures this crack extension force
The

G's

G.

obtained in measurements on elastomeric substrates are usually orders of

magnitude higher than the thermodynamic work of adhesion [27], a result of the
dissipative properties of the materials involved. This is explained as follows. The
separation of the two surfaces occurs via the propagation of a crack through the
interface. The highest strain rates are located near the crack tip where interfacial
molecular interactions are broken (see Figure 2). For a moving crack the divergent
strain eld corresponds to a divergent strain rate [26]. When a crack propagates
with a nite velocity, a region exists where the strain rate is high enough to trigger a viscoelastic response of the material: apart from a reversible stretching of
the chains prior to seperation of the surfaces (the

elastic

response), segments from

neighbouring molecules are now forced past one another, causing a molecular "friction" and, in turn, dissipation of energy (the

viscous

response [26, 28], see also

Figure 2). The size of the region wherein this viscoelastic dissipation takes place
depends on the strain rate and the properties of the material involved. So, while
for lower crack propagation speeds the interfacial adhesion will dominate the crack
extension force, higher speeds give rise to additional "bulk" eects. For the high
crack propagation speeds that are reached in adhesion measurements, these bulk
viscoelastic losses account for a signicant part of the total adhesive force.
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The combination of surface and bulk eects to adhesive force, whose specic
contributions thus depend on crack propagation speed and material properties, has
been captured for the adhesion of two solids by the following established power
law [2932]:





G = G0 1 +
where

v
v∗

n 
(7)
−2 ) as

G0

is the strain energy release rate (mJ m

is a characteristic crack speed where

G

v

1

approaches zero,

doubles with respect to

G0 ,

and

n

v∗

is an

empirical constant that is often equal to 0.6 for elastomers [29, 31, 33].
In this relationship,

G0

accounts for the interfacial contribution to adhesion

and can be viewed as the energy needed to break the bonds at the interface at
thermodynamic equilibrium.

When the work needed to separate the two inter-

faces is thermodynamically the same as the work needed to bring them together,

G0 = w .

However, in the presence of strong interfacial bonds,

G0

is often found

adhesion energy w is solely dependent on the surface energies of the bodies involved, the equilibrium separation

to signicantly exceed
energy

w.

Whereas the equilibrium

G0 depends on other factors, among which are cross-linking density [34, 35],

interfacial bonding [26] and physical interactions [26, 36].
Additional bulk energy dissipation occurring within the system is accounted for
by the second term between the brackets, which increases with the crack propagation speed. Note that bulk dissipation also depends on the interfacial adhesion
energy via the multiplication factor

G0 .

As the rate-dependence of the crack

propagation force is related to the viscoelastic properties of a material, the parameter

v∗

is incorporated to account for this, with a low

rate-dependence of

G.

Together, the empirical parameters

v ∗ indicating a strong
G0 , v ∗ and n describe

the combined contribution of bulk and surface eects in the adhesive force of
viscoelastic solids.

Figure 2: Adhesive failure of viscoelastic materials. A crack propagates through an interface between a viscoelastic material and a rigid
solid with a nite velocity v . In the immediate vicinity of the crack,
interfacial molecular bonds are broken (dark red). In a wider region,
high strain rates give rise to viscoelastic dissipation (light red).
1
For the sake of simplicity, we assume here that G0 on itself is rate-independent. This is not
true when energy is dissipated at the interface, e.g. in the case that covalent interfacial bonds
are broken [26].

6
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An addition to this theoretical understanding of the rate-dependence of adhesion comes from the work done by Ahn and Shull (1998) [30, 31]. They have
shown that in the adhesion of two polymeric surfaces, an increased segmental mobility of interfacial chains reduces the rate-dependence of adhesion, i.e. leads to
an increase of

v∗

[31]. Segmental mobility is the ease with which a polymer chain

can achieve dierent physical conformations.

Polymers that are densely packed

or that are below their glass transition temperature have a low segmental mobility. A high segmental mobility in the interface may give rise to a lubrication
eect [36, 37], reducing energy dissipation in the bulk and thereby reducing the
adhesion energies [31, 38]. Velocity dependence of the adhesion energy thus depends both on the bulk properties of the materials and on the segmental mobility in
the interface - contributions of the bulk and of the interface can not be completely
decoupled [26, 31].

1.4

A model system for insect adhesion

The outcomes of the experiments conducted by Labonte and Federle [12] suggest
that insect wet adhesion follows a rate-dependence that takes the same form as the
dynamic adhesion behaviour of elastomeric solids, with estimates for

n

between

13 µm s−1 . For elastomers, these parameters
−1 ,
typically take values of about 0.6 [29] and from 0.1 to a maximum of 0.4 µm s
∗
0.49 and 0.77 and v between 37 and

respectively [27, 30, 31]. So it was noted that, while the rate-dependence of insect
adhesion followed a similar trend as that for elastomers due to the similarity in

n,

the actual velocity-dependence was much lower in insect adhesion as evident from
the higher

v∗.

As we noted before, dissipative eects in adhesion may be minimized by a very
mobile interfacial layer. Regarding the fact that wet adhesion of the insect footpads
is mediated by a thin uid layer and that the pads have viscoelastic properties [39],
we might consider the insect wet adhesive system as a viscoelastic solid whose
adhesion is mediated by a lubricating uid layer. We therefore decided to model
this adhesive system by using a soft elastomeric solid with a small volume of liquid
deposited on the surface.
In this thesis we tried to approach a special case of soft solid adhesion, where
the presence of a liquid gave rise to a mobile interface rather than dominating the
overall system response. Performing "dry" adhesion tests allowed us to quantify
the rate-dependence of the system in the absence of a uid interface. To assess the
inuence of the uid interface on rate-dependence of adhesion, we applied a small
volume of liquid in the contact zone. We named these adhesion tests the "wet"
adhesion experiments. Then, to gain more insight in the phenomena underlying
rate-dependence, two liquids were tested that diered widely in viscosity.

2 | Materials and Methods
In this chapter, we rst discuss how the soft solid samples were prepared. Then,
we explain how samples were treated prior to wet adhesion measurements.

We

continue by discussing the setup and protocol that we used to measure the adhesion
of the samples. The section ends with a part about the methods that we used to
analyse rate-dependence of the dry and wet adhesives.

2.1

Sample preparation

As a model solid with well-dened properties, poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) was
used (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning).

The polymer, in the form of a silicone oil,

was mixed with a cross-linking agent in a 20:1 (v/v) ratio, resulting in a Young's
modulus of around

1 MPa

[4042], which is comparable to the estimates for the

pads of stick insects (estimates around
for

10 min by hand,

100 kPa [4345]).

After stirring the mixture

the PDMS was degassed in a vacuum desiccator to remove air

bubbles. The PDMS samples were required to have a thickness of about

400 µm

in order to avoid sub-surface eects during indentation. A maximum thickness of

500 µm

and a at surface were required for visualization of the contact area (see

below).
All samples were spin-coated to ensure at surfaces and to control sample thickness [46].

The glass coverslips (18 mm

× 18 mm × 0.14 mm)

were rst cleaned

with acetone and demineralized water and subsequently dried at

80 ◦C.

In order

to ensure a suciently high viscosity of the mixed PDMS, the solution was left to
"pre-cure" for

5h

prior to spin-coating. A droplet of PDMS was placed on a glass

coverslip, then spin-coated at 300 rpm with an acceleration of 100 rpmps for

150 s.

This combination of settings was found to be optimal as it ensured, next to the
required layer thickness, complete spreading of the PDMS over the coverslip while
limiting spin-o of the polymeric liquid.

80 ◦C. The layer thickness, measured once
calliper, was (0.41 ± 0.03) mm. All adhesion exper-

Samples were cured overnight at
for each sample (n=5) with a

iments were done six weeks after preparation of the samples.

2.2

Sample treatment

For the wet adhesion tests, a small droplet of liquid was placed on top of the surface.
In order to test the role of liquid viscosity, both pure and 1:1 (v/v) diluted glycerol
were used. The two liquids have a comparable surface tension (γ = 64.0 mN m

7
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γ = 69 mN m−1 respectively, both at 20 ◦C) while the viscosity diers greatly
(η = 1.4 Pa s and η = 8 mPa s) [47, 48]. Droplets of both liquids were placed on the
surfaces with a stretched glass capillary (2 µL, Hirschmann Laborgeräte, Eberstadt,
and

Germany) connected to a manual pump.
The droplet volume was estimated by measuring the contact diameter of glycerol droplets on a glass coverslip one hour after placement, by assuming (i) a static
contact angle of

38.3◦

[49], (ii) that a relaxation time of one hour allows full re-

laxation of the contact angle and (iii) that sessile droplets can be approximated as
a spherical cap. The average droplet volume was
are (mean

±

(10 ± 2) nL

(n = 10) - all values

standard deviation), unless mentioned otherwise.

The PDMS surfaces were treated to ensure a low contact angle with a liquid that does not swell the elastomer, following the treatment protocol as described in ref. [50]. Samples were rst immersed in

1 m NaOH for 24 h.

NaOH was removed by rinsing the surfaces with demineralized water.

Remaining
When all

remaining water droplets had evaporated, surface groups were modied with (3 aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES) by chemical vapour deposition in a vacuum
desiccator over

4h

with ve droplets of APTES. Adhesion experiments were per-

formed several days after the treatment.
The advancing and receding contact angles (θA and

θR ,

respectively) of di-

luted glycerol 1:1 (v/v) on APTES-treated PDMS surfaces were determined using
the "conic section method" of Drop Shape Analysis (DSA for Windows, version
1.90.0.14, KRÜSS, Hamburg, Germany). A droplet was manually placed on the
surface using a xed syringe, and then either inated or deated to determine

θR

θA

or

respectively. The contact angle was measured at the moment the contact line

started moving. Measured values were

θA = (112 ± 2)◦

θR = (59 ± 3)◦ . Sim◦
resulted in θA = (114 ± 3)
and

θA and θR on untreated PDMS
◦
and θR = 73 (n = 4 for all measurements). Contact angles for diluted and pure

ilar determination of

glycerol were assumed to be identical regarding the similarities in surface tension.
Despite the small change in contact angle caused by the treatment, wetting properties of the sample were signicantly changed upon treatment as appeared from
contact area recordings (see discussion).

2.3

Force measurements

Adhesive forces were measured using a custom-built bre-optic 1D-force transducer,
described in ref. [12] (see Figure 3). Samples were placed with the PDMS oriented
downwards in a sample holder that was attached to the end of a brass plate cut to

100 mm × 10 mm × 0.2 mm.

A piece of reective foil was glued to one end of the

beam, close to the sample holder, while the other end of the beam was clamped
onto a metal support.

The support was xed on a positioning stage equipped

with a 3D motor (M-126PD, Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe, Germany, resolution

0.25 µm,

maximum velocity

15 mm s−1 )

and a 1D-piezo element (P-611.Z, Physik

Instrumente, Karlsruhe, Germany, resolution

0.2 nm, travel range 100 µm) oriented

to move in the Z-direction (normal to the surface).

The positioning stage was
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controlled by a custom-made LabVIEW software (National Instruments, Austin,
TX, USA).

Figure 3: Artist's impression of the setup used for force measurements.
Perpendicular above the reective foil, a D12 bre optics sensor (Philtec, INC.,
Annapolis, USA) was placed.

The intensity of the light detected by the sensor

changed with the distance between foil and sensor. This intensity was converted
to a voltage, which was thus a measure for the distance between the sensor tip
and the beam.

Using the stiness

1 of the beam

km = 157 N m−1 ,

distance was

related to force. The sensor's sensitivity varied with the distance between sensor
tip and reective site, being highest in the middle of the linear near-eld region
(see data sheet, ref. [51]). The end of the sensor was lowered towards the reective
foil using a micro-manipulator placed on a custom-built holder. Using the built-in
amplication factor of the sensor's amplier, the optical peak of the sensor was
set to

5 V.

The sensor was then further lowered towards the middle of the linear

near-eld region, which corresponded to a force of

0 mN.

For an adhesion test, the sample was brought into contact with a spherical glass

(1.0 ± 0.1) mN was reached,
which was maintained by a feedback-control loop for about 20 s. Then, a retraction

probe (diameter

4.78 mm)

until a pre-dened load of

was performed with an upward movement of the piezo element with one of the
eight speeds given in Table 1. At the end of the run, motor and piezo were moved
back to their initial position. During the entire load-unload cycle, the force output
signal of the bre-optic sensor was collected via a data acquisition board (PCI-635E,
National Instruments) with a frequency of

1

50 Hz

which was used by LabVIEW for

The stiness of the beam depends on the leverarm, which was held constant over all experiments.

10
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50 Hz

the force-feedback loop.

A

collected simultaneously.

Furthermore, a

output signal containing motor position was

1000 Hz

signal was streamed using a

2020 PicoScope oscilloscope (Pico Technology Ltd, Neots, Cambridgeshire, UK),
which was used to extract force data for analysis. For retraction speed
the oscilloscope recorded with

0.01 µm s−1

100 Hz.

Table 1: Overview of retraction speeds and corresponding video record-

ing rates.

Retraction speed in

µm s−1

0.01

Frames per

s

1

0.1

5

1

25

10

196

a

50

196

a

100

196

a

200

392

a

500

392

a

For retraction speeds with a frame rate higher than
100 frames per second, side-view recordings were performed with 98 frames per second, a restriction imposed by the maximum recording rate of 100 Hz of
the Basler camera.
a

During detachment both top- and side-view recordings of the adhesive contact
were made.

The top-view recordings were made using a TTL-triggered Redlake

PCI 1000B B/W high-speed camera (Redlake MASD LLC, San Diego, CA, USA),
mounted on a stereo-microscope with coaxial illumination (Wild M3C, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). Top-view images showed the contact area throught the PDMS.
Surface atness was required to maximize contrast. The maximum focal depth of
the camera was around

500 µm, meaning that this was the maximum sample thick-

ness that could be used. A TTL-triggered Basler A602f B/W high-speed camera
(Basler Vision Technologies, Ahrensburg, Germany) recorded the adhesive contact
from the side.
Table 1 shows the frame rate of the recordings for the dierent retraction
speeds. Trigger signals for both Basler and Redlake camera recordings were generated with LabVIEW for the three slowest retraction speeds.

In order to al-

low synchronization of the video frames with the force trace, the trigger signals
were also recorded with the oscilloscope. Problems in signal transfer between the
LabVIEW software and cameras occurred with frame rates higher than

100 Hz.

Therefore the setup was not suited to make recordings with the higher frame
rates. As an alternative, these higher speed recordings were triggered with a strobe
(Drelloscop 2009AN, Drelloscop, Germany, maximum frequency
oscilloscope recorded the strobe trigger signals.

417 Hz)

while the

Notwithstanding, data analysis

showed that strobe signals as collected by the oscilloscope did not have the ex-
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pected frequency, thereby hindering synchronization of force and video recordings
for retraction speeds higher than

1 µm s−1 .

Indentations were performed both with a glass sphere on APTES-treated PDMS
samples (the dry adhesion tests) and with a glass sphere on a droplet of liquid on
treated PDMS samples (the wet adhesion tests). For the dry adhesion tests, the
sphere had been in contact with treated PDMS for numerous times before the rst
experiment was done without being cleaned in between, to prevent eects of the
transfer of free oligomers on adhesion, as described in ref. [52]. Load-unload cycles
were performed with all retraction speeds in a random order on a single spot on
the treated surface.

After every eight indentations, the sphere was moved to a

new spot and the load-unload cycles were repeated in a random order. In this way,
every retraction speed was tested nine times, with indentations on three dierent
spots on three dierent surfaces.
The procedure for performing the wet adhesion tests was slightly dierent from
the one for dry adhesion tests. Every wet adhesion test started with the placement
of a droplet, and it was ensured that the adhesion experiments were initiated
within

30 min after the droplet was placed.

The rst ve indentations on a droplet

showed a changing spreading behaviour accompanied by an increasing force. After
ve indentations, spreading and force became constant for repeated indentations.
For these reasons ve load-unload cycles were performed on every new droplet
before measurements were performed. The retraction speed

0.01 µm s−1

was only

performed thrice with diluted glycerol, all other retraction speeds were performed
nine times for all other samples.
conditions (2225

◦C,

4055 %

All measurements were performed at ambient

relative humidity) to avoid a systematic inuence

of temperature or humidity on adhesion.

2.4

Data analysis

Force data was extracted from the oscilloscope signal using R 3.3.0 [53].
resolution of the oscilloscope signal for retraction speeds 0.01, 0.1 and

The

1 µm s−1

was higher than required and was downsampled by selecting every i-th value to
frequencies 2 (i = 50), 10 (i = 100) and

20 Hz (i = 50), respectively. The force-time
Pc and (ii) construct

traces were used to (i) determine the peak adhesive froce
force-displacement curves.
First, the peak adhesive force

Pc

was determined by applying a second order

LOESS smoothing algorithm, span = 0.05, and then nding the maximum value of
this LOESS curve.
Subsequently, force-time traces were coupled to their corresponding displacement in the following way. The indentation depth of the sphere in the PDMS (δ )
during load was determined from the LabVIEW data. The start of the indentation
(δ = 0) was derived from the moment when the rst repulsive force was measured.
This point was dened as the point where the next subsequent 20 force measurements were all lower than the 20 preceding data points. From the motor position
(∆) at the start of indentation (∆ = 0), the motor decreased further until the
system reached a repulsive force of

1 mN.

The motor position corresponding to

12
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the indentation depth during this preload was found by taking

∆

averaged over

the last 20 data points before the start of the retraction movement. Relaxation
eects of the PDMS were found to have an insignicant inuence on the motor
position during this preload. It should be noted that this procedure only worked
for dry adhesion measurements as for wet adhesion measurements there was no
clear event in the force trace when the sphere started indenting the PDMS. It was
therefore not possible to obtain force-displacement data for these experiments.
Continuing from the start position of the motor, the movement of the positioning stage was modelled with the piezo retraction speed. Since the beam used in
our experiments was found to have a nite stiness compared to the adhesive site,
any movement of the positioning stage led to a competition between retraction of
the sphere and bending of the beam. A correction for this elastic displacement of
the beam was proposed by Barquins and Maugis [25]:

∆ = δ + δm = δ +

where

δm

is the displacement of the beam and

P

P
km

(8)

the normal force acting on the tip

of the beam. Using this relationship, we were able to calculate the actual position
of the sphere and thus to relate force to displacement.

2.4.1 Rate-dependence in dry adhesion
For dry adhesion measurements, we treated the decreasing contact radius as a
crack as dened in equation (6). The crack propagation speed
henceforth, and the dry contact radius will be named
obtain

ad ,

ad

v

will be called

vcd

throughout this thesis. To

top-view video recordings were post-processed using ImageJ 1.44n [54]

(see appendix for videos).

First, recordings were converted into binary images

using an "IsoData" algorithm, after which the native particle detection routine
was applied.

Of the detected particles, the feret diameter was measured which

was divided by two to obtain the contact radius. A second order LOESS-algorithm
(span = 0.7) was applied to smooth the contact data.

To compensate for the

decrease in resolution with increasing detachment speed, the LOESS-algorithm was
used to predict the contact radius at

10 Hz

between the measured points. With

these predicted values, the crack propagation speed was then obtained using the
contact radii at the moment of peak adhesion and one data point, corresponding
to

0.1 s,

after that. It was not possible to synchronize the strobe signal with the

force data with sucient accuracy.

Therefore, crack propagation speeds at the

moment of peak adhesion could only be obtained for the lowest three retraction
speeds.
Rate-dependence of dry adhesion was assessed by estimating the parameters
and

v∗

via two dierent routes which are described below.

n

2.
(i)
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Relating peak adhesive force to relative energy dissipation
For dened geometries, relative adhesive forces can be related to the relative
dissipation, which is basically equation (7) rewritten as:

G
−1=
G0
For a spherical indenter,



vcd
v∗

G/G0 = Pc /P0

n
(9)

G

[12, 55], where

and

Pc

are

the strain energy release rate and peak adhesive force at the nite crack
propagation speed

vcd ,

respectively, and

P0

is the equilibrium pull-o force.

vcd

Equation (9) was tted to the data by rst averaging values of

Pc

retraction speed. Then, the averaged

and

vcw

Pc

and

per

for the lowest two retraction

speeds were linearly extrapolated to obtain a pull-o force under equilibrium
conditions (vcd = 0), yielding

P0 = 1.0 mN.

v∗

The parameters

and

n

were

tted to the averaged data using a non-linear least squares algorithm.
(ii)

Fitting Barquins and Maugis dierential equations
For every experiment, the evolution of

P , ad

δ

and

was predicted over time

using their corresponding dierential equations as described by Barquins and
Maugis [25]. Then, using a non-linear least squares algorithm, the parameters

v∗, n

and

G0

were tted. We describe the procedure here in more detail.

For a rigid sphere with radius
Young's modulus

E,

R

in contact with an elastic half space with

we assume that the displacement of the sphere

function of applied force

P

δ

as a

follows Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) theory,

meaning that [56]:

δ=

a2d
2P
+
3R 3ad K

where a is the contact radius and
1/K = 3(1 − ν 2 )(4E)−1 . Following

the reduced modulus
JKR theory,

3a3 K
G= d 2
8πR
At equilibrium,



ad0
where

w

a0

under a load

P0

(10)

Rδ
1− 2
ad

G

K

is dened as

is given by:

!2
(11)

is given by [56]:



3πwR
P0 R 
=
1+
+
K
P0

6πwR
3πwR
+
P0
P0


2 !1/2

1/3


(12)

is the thermodynamic work of adhesion. The displacement velocity

of the sphere

δ̇

follows the displacement speed of the piezo

˙ (note that this
∆

is equal to what we have called the retraction speed) via equation (8) and
equation (10):

"

dδ
1
˙ − 3K
δ̇ =
=
∆
3a
K
d
dt
2km
1 + 2km

a2
δ− d
R

!

dad
dt

#
(13)
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G, at a nite crack
vcd , is the sum of a rate-independent and a rate-dependent

Before, we assumed that the strain energy release rate
propagation speed

term (equation (7)).

We use this equation together with equations (10)

and (11) to nd the speed of crack propagation:



a˙d = vcd

dad
3a3 K
Rδ
=
= −v ∗  d 2
1− 2
dt
8πR G
ad

!2

1/n

− 1

(14)

Note the negative sign in equation (14): an advancing crack corresponds to
a receding contact area. The evolution of force is then given by:

dP
3
a2 a˙d
Ṗ =
= K δ a˙d + δ̇ad − d
dt
2
R

!
(15)

The dierential equations (13) to (15) were used to predict the evolution

δ, P

δ and ad
˙ as the
∆
−1 and
respective retraction speed, P0 = 1 mN, K = 16/9 MPa, km = 157 N m
∗
R = 2.39 mm allowed us to t parameters G0 , v and n using experimental
data obtained for P and δ . This tting procedure will be called the Barquins
and

ad

for the dierent retraction speeds. Initial values for

were derived from equations (10) and (12). Specifying parameters

and Maugis tting procedure henceforth. Note that, while the evolution of
all three states

δ, P

and

ad

was predicted, only two states (P and

δ)

were

used for tting. The frequency of the experimental data was decreased tenfold prior to tting to speed up analysis.

The model required upper and

lower boundaries and starting values for the parameters to be tted, which
we changed between dierent tting trials (see results section) [30, 31, 33].

2.4.2 Wet adhesion
During contact area recordings in wet adhesion experiments, we observed three
dierent regions as shown in Figure 4a: a light surroundings (the dry PDMS),
a grey area and a darker region within this grey area (see discussion for further
explanation, see appendix for videos). The size of the dark area decreased during
the retraction movement.

In analogy to the dry crack propagation speed, we

dened a wet "crack propagation speed":

daw
dt

(16)

is the square root of the dark area.

Video recordings were processed

vcw = −
where

aw

using a custom-made Matlab script (Matlab R2015b, The Mathworks, Natick, MA,
USA). Images were rst de-speckled with a

6×6

Gaussian lter. They were then

converted to binary images using the native thresholding algorithm. Of the detected
region (see Figure 4b), the major and minor axis and area were determined. Of all
wet adhesion experiments, only several indentations on four dierent droplets (one

2.
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(b)

Figure 4: Wet contact area images. The image was taken at the

end of the retraction movement of a wet adhesion test with glycerol,
retraction speed 1 µm s−1 . (4a) Image of the contact area. Contrast
and brightness were adjusted for visualization purposes. The light region
indicates dry PDMS surface. Within the grey region, a circular shaped
darker region is visible. A reection of the glass sphere is seen in the
middle of the dark area as a small light spot. (4b) Output of the same
image when processed for determination of the size of the dark area.
The yellow line indicates the perimeter of the detected region.
for glycerol, three for diluted glycerol) were found to be suitable for this analysis.
In the other videos, the contrast between the dark area and the grey surrounding
was too poor to detect the perimeter of the dark area. Since the droplet did not
always spread to a circular area (major axis was up to 1.4 times as long as minor
axis), an eective radius was approached by taking the square root of the measured
area.

vcw

was determined manually by drawing a tangent to the square root of

the area over time, at the point right before the "collapse" in contact occurred
(dotted line in Figure 7, see further explanation in results section).
used for quantitative comparisons.

vcw

was not

3 | Results
3.1

Rate-dependence of dry adhesion

Forces recorded for dry adhesion experiments collapsed to zero after having

Pc (or started oscillating around zero for retrac−1
tion speeds > 100 µm s
). See Figure 5a where a force-time curve is shown for a
−1 . Figure 6 shows that P strongly increased with retracretraction speed of 1 µm s
c
−1 , representing a quasi-equilibrium
tion speed by a factor of eight. At 0.01 µm s

reached a peak adhesive force

Pc = (1.07 ± 0.13) mN, while Pc increased
(9.01 ± 0.35) mN for a retraction speed of 500 µm s−1 (both values are
mean ± standard deviation, n = 9).
detachment, the adhesive force was
up to

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Characteristic force curves for a single dry and wet experiment. Both experiments were conducted with a retraction speed of
1 µm s−1 . (5a) Dry adhesion experiment. The adhesive force increased
to a peak value and then dropped to zero. (5b) Wet adhesion ex-

periment with glycerol present in the contact zone. The adhesive force
increased to a peak value, then dropped to a positive value and followed
a slow decrease from that point on.

Figure 7 shows how the contact area changed during the retraction movement.
In the dry adhesion experiments, the receding contact area suddenly collapsed,
leading to complete detachment of the sphere from the PDMS surface. The speed

17
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Figure 6: Variation of peak adhesive force with retraction speed
for dry and wet adhesives. Plotted on a log-log scale. Error bars show

mean ± standard deviation (n = 9). While adhesive forces for dry and
wet adhesives were comparable at lower speeds, they diered for higher
retraction speeds. Across four orders of magnitue, dry adhesive forces
increased by a factor eight, while wet adhesive forces only increased by
a factor four.

of crack propagation

vcd

at the moment of peak adhesion increased over two orders

of magnitude with retraction speed as depicted in Figure 8a.
The variation of the relative crack extension force

G/G0 − 1

with

vcd

is shown

in Figure 9 together with a t of equation (9) (black dashed line). The t was
obtained by a non-linear least-squares algorithm with the assumption that the
contact can be modelled as a spherical indenter on an elastic halfspace.

The

v ∗ = 8.88 µm s−1 (95 % condence intervals (0.49, 0.76)
and (7.73, 10.04), respectively). Fixing n at 0.6, which is common practice when
∗
considering elastomeric solids [29, 31, 33], led to a similar estimate of v .
∗
Using the Barquins and Maugis tting procedure to t the parameters n, v
and G0 led to reasonably good ts with the experimental data for the lowest ren = 0.63

t yielded

and

traction speed (see Table 2, RMSE = 0.18). The pull-o force obtained by linear
extrapolation (P0 = 1.0 mN) was used as a starting value of
discussion how
(0.15 µm s

G0

was calculated from

P0 ).

88 mJ m−2

G0 (see
v ∗ and n

for

The starting values for

−1 and 0.6, respectively) were based on literature values for elastomer

adhesion [26, 29, 31]. Fitting with the experimental data obtained at higher retraction speeds led to increased errors (see discussion). Therefore, only results for the

n
v ∗ comparable to the results obtained
Fixing n at 0.6 while using the same starting

lowest retraction speeds were used for tting the dierential equations. When
was tted, we obtained estimates for
by tting equation (9) (see Table 2).

n

and

values as above resulted in ts with similar estimates, but with increased error (see
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Figure 7: Dry and wet relative "contact" evolution over time.

Contact data was extracted from the same experiments as the force trace
and images in Figures 4 and 5. The black solid line shows the decrease of
the relative dry contact radius. A manually measured contact radius at
the start of the experiment (0.18 mm) was added and connected to the
other measurements with a straight dotted blue line to give a better idea
of the complete detachment process. The black dashed line indicates
vcd . The blue solid line gives the square root of the wet "contact"
area over time. The contact area decreased continuously (square root
of initial area was 0.8 mm), then "collapsed" and eventually followed
again a steady decrease. A (manually derived) tangent was added right
before this collapse to show how vcw was determined.

Table 2).

Furthermore, a starting value of

G0

the APTES surface energy (see discussion), with
signicantly lower

v∗,

58 mJ m−2 , which
xed n, resulted in

of

is close to
ts with a

but the ts were poor (see Table 2 and red dashed line in

Figure 9).

3.2

Rate-dependence of wet adhesion

Whereas the force measured in dry adhesion experiments rapidly dropped to zero
after the peak adhesion was reached, in the presence of a liquid in the contact
zone this drop stopped at a non-zero adhesive force (Figure 5b). From this point
onwards, the force steadily decreased. When the same wet adhesion experiments
were carried out with longer force recordings, i.e. over a longer retraction distance,
this decrease continued until the adhesive force was

0 mN (data not shown).

Side-

view recordings of the contact zone revealed that this slow decrease in force was
accompanied by slow stretching of the liquid bridge connecting indentor and surface, but that no clear event in the force trace was associated with the breaking of

20
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Inuence of retraction speed on dry and wet "crack
propagation speeds". Plotted on a log-log scale. Error bars show
mean ± standard deviation. (8a) Dry crack propagation speeds taken
at the moment of peak adhesion. vcd increased over two orders of
magnitude with increasing retraction speed. (n = 9) (8b) Wet "crack
propagation speed", determined as discussed in Figure 7. vcw could
be determined for four samples. "Diluted glycerol X" contains measurements performed with a set of retraction speeds on droplet X. The
numbers do not indicate dierent dilutions.

the bridge. This nal steady decrease was only observed for lower retraction speeds
(< 100 µm s

−1 ), as for the highest retraction speeds the beam started oscillating

heavily after the force drop, without breaking the liquid bridge.
In the presence of a liquid droplet in the contact zone, the increase of adhesive
forces with retraction speed was only fourfold, or half as high as for dry contacts.
When the liquid was glycerol, the measured peak adhesive forces ranged from

(1.24 ± 0.21) mN and (1.19 ± 0.25) mN for retraction speeds 0.01
0.1 µm s−1 , respectively, to (4.49 ± 1.17) mN for the highest retraction speed

(see Figure 6)
and

1

(n = 9 for all ). Performing the same experiments with diluted glycerol resulted in
peak adhesive forces of

(1.19 ± 0.25) mN for 0.01 µm s−1 (n=3), (1.06 ± 0.28) mN
(4.46 ± 1.35) mN (n=8) for 500 µm s−1 . Despite an al-

−1 (n=9) and
for 0.1 µm s

most 200-fold dierence in viscosity between the two liquids, the dependence of
the adhesive force on retraction speed did not dier signicantly (two-way ANOVA,
F1,129 = 0.55, p = 0.905, n = 18). Furthermore, we note that the variation in peak
adhesive force is signicantly higher than for dry adhesion (see error bars in Figure 6).

1
Data on retraction speed 0.1 µm s−1 was included because the sample size for this retraction
speed was higher than for 0.01 µm s−1 for measurements with diluted glycerol (n = 9 and n = 3,
respectively).
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Figure 9: Relationship between relative crack extension force and
crack propagation speed in dry adhesion. Error bars show mean

± standard deviation. The black dashed line represents the empirical power law (equation (9)) that was tted through the data, with
P0 = 1.0 mN, v ∗ = 8.88 µm s−1 , n = 0.63. The red dashed line is the result of the Barquins and Maugis tting procedure with G0 = 62 mJ m−2 ,
v ∗ = 0.42 µm s, n = 0.6 (see discussion).
The video frame in Figure 4 is the top-view image corresponding to the end
of the retraction movement of the experiment shown in Figure 5b.

During the

recording (see appendix), the perimeter of the lighter grey region (Figure 4a) stayed
more or less constant. The dark area, on the other hand, initially overlapped with
the grey area, but decreased in size during retraction.

The relative evolution of

the square root of this dark area (see Figure 4b for detected region) over time is
depicted in Figure 7. A retraction movement started with a slowly receding dark
area, until the area suddenly "collapsed" to a lower (non-zero) value, and nally
followed a steady decrease. Note that the nal decrease in dark area (after the
collapse) occurs with a higher speed than the initial decrease. All recordings for wet
adhesion experiments showed a behaviour similar to the characteristic behaviour
described here, albeit with diering geometries of the grey and dark areas (see
materials and methods).

Comparing the contact area evolution with the force

trace showed that the collapse in contact area coincides with the drop in force
after peak adhesion. Using the slope of the tangent as drawn in Figure 7 (blue
dotted line), we obtained an estimate for
close to peak adhesion.

vcw

vcw . vcw is thus the wet crack propagation

increased with retraction speed over several orders of

magnitude (one-way ANOVA, F1,21 = 30, p < 0.001, n = 4, see Figure 8b), for both
viscosities in a similar fashion (two-way ANOVA, F1,19 = 0.14, p = 0.716, n = 4).
Peak adhesive force increased with
n = 23, see Figure 10).

vcw

(one-way ANOVA, F1,21 = 28, p < 0.001,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10: Peak adhesive force versus wet "crack" propagation
speed. Peak adhesive force increased with wet crack propagation speed
for all four droplets. (10a) Glycerol. (10b, 10c, 10d) Diluted glycerol.
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Table 2: Fitting results of parameters n, G0 and v ∗ using the
Barquins and Maugis tting procedure. The two lowest retraction

speeds were used for tting, with n either xed or allowed to t. Estimates are mean ± standard deviation, G0 in [mJ m−2 ], v ∗ in [µm s−1 ]
(n = 7 for retraction speed 0.01 µm s−1 and n = 9 for 0.1 µm s−1 ).

Retraction speed
in

Parameter

µm s−1
0.01

n
G0
v∗
RMSE

0.1

Lower

Upper

Starting

boundary

boundary

value

0.5

0.75

0.6

80

96

88

0.01

9

0.15

0.5

0.75

0.6

80

96

88

0.01

9

0.15

-

-

-

a

n
G0
v∗
RMSE

0.01

n xed
G0
v∗
n xed
G0
v∗
RMSE

a

Root mean square error

± 0.11
82.6 ± 5.7
8.89 ± 0.07
0.18 ± 0.05
0.69 ± 0.11
82.2 ± 5.1
8.90 ± 0.08
0.39 ± 0.17
0.68

0.6

80

96

88

86.5

0.01

9

0.15

6.0

-

-

-

56

65

58

0.01

1

0.15

0.35

RMSE
0.01

Estimate

± 8.6
± 4.1
± 0.04

0.6
62.2
0.42
0.38

± 3.6
± 0.39
± 0.11

4 | Discussion
Wet and soft adhesives are ubiquitous in nature, yet little is understood about
their detailed functioning. A question that remains is how soft footpads interact
with a liquid lm to achieve a highly controllable adhesion. Previous research was
ambiguous, with some saying that the uid increases adhesion via viscosity, and
others speculating that the uid may reduce the rate-dependence of adhesion. The
latter is also suggested by the outcomes of our experiments. Our study revealed
that rate-dependence of wet adhesives can be independent of the uids viscosity,
suggesting that dynamic adhesion is not an eect of viscous dissipation in the
liquid. This section starts with relating our results on dry adhesion to literature
data. Then, several mechanisms are discussed that may have been the origin of a
dierent rate-dependence in the wet adhesion data. The rst mechanism considers
the rate-dependence as an eect of viscous dissipation in the liquid. The next two
mechanisms consider rate-dependence as an eect of viscoelastic losses in the soft
solid. Finally, we relate our ndings to the wet adhesion of insect footpads.

4.1

Rate-dependence in dry adhesion

4.1.1 Static detachment
In the limit of low crack propagation speeds, the contribution of viscoelastic dissipation to the pull-o force should be negligible.

For these quasi-equilibrium

detachments in a sphere-on-at geometry at xed load, the pull-o force

P0

is

given by JKR theory as [56]:

3
P0 = πRw
2
where

R is the radius of the sphere and w

(17)

is the thermodynamic work of adhesion.

Note that this relation takes the pull-o force to be directly dependent on the work
of adhesion, i.e. the work required to adhere and separate the surfaces is identical.

R = 2.39 mN and assuming w to be equal to the surface energy of APTES,
−2 [57, 58], we obtain P = 0.7 mN. We use the surface energy inwhich is 61 mJ m
0
Using

stead of the work of adhesion, as to our knowledge no comparable work of adhesion
has been reported for glass and APTES surfaces. This prediction is comparable to
the experimental equilibrium pull-o force that we obtained by linear extrapolation
of the lowest two adhesive forces towards

vcd = 0 µm s−1

(0.7 vs 1.0 mN, see mate-

rials and methods). When we use equation (17) to calculate an equilibrium pull-o
force using

G0 = 82 mJ m−2 ,

which we obtained with the Barquins and Maugis t-
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0.92 mN

ting procedure, a quasi-equilibrium pull-o force of

is obtained. This is

in good agreement with the quasi-equilibrium pull-o force that we obtained via
equation (9) (0.92 vs
The

calculated

1.0 mN).
G0 is higher

than

the

−2 ). Such an overestimation of
(82 vs 61 mJ m

G0

surface

energy

with respect to

w

of

APTES

is often found

for adhesion of polymers [59]. As mentioned before (see introduction), the equilibrium separation energy

G0

depends on more factors than the surface energy

alone.
From the above, we conclude that static detachment in dry adhesion experiments follows predictions from JKR theory, albeit with a discrepancy introduced
by a fundamental dierence between

w

and

G0

.

4.1.2 Rate-dependence
At higher retraction speeds,

adhesive forces of the dry contacts increased.

Quantication of the rate-dependence resulted in estimates for

v∗

and

n

that

were consistent for the two tting procedures applied (relative crack extension

v ∗ = 8.88 µm s−1 , n = 0.63; Barquins and Maugis tting procedure:
v ∗ = 8.89 µm s−1 , n = 0.68). Our estimates of n are close to the literature value
force tting:

of 0.6 that is widely used to describe elastomeric behaviour [30, 31, 33].

The

∗
estimates for v are signicantly higher than has been reported for PDMS in lit−1 [31]) and are, in fact, higher than all other values that have
erature (215 nm s
−1 [27, 31, 32, 60, 61].
been found for elastomers, which typically go up to 0.4 µm s
Possibly, the pre-treatment of PDMS has changed the viscoelastic properties of
the elastomer that might translate into a change of any of the above variables.
Moreover, detachment was recorded at retraction speeds that were signicantly
higher than those applied by previous authors [27, 31]. A dierent explanation for
this discrepancy may be found by having a more detailed look at the specic tting
procedures.
We note rst that the prediction of independent values of contact radius
using

P

and

δ

ad ,

and the Barquins and Maugis tting procedure (see methods) re-

sulted in outcomes that were in good agreement with the experimentally obtained
values for

ad .

From this we conclude that contact area measurements were reliable

and that our estimate for the elastic modulus
imental value.

E (1 MPa)

was close to the exper-

However, especially for higher retraction speeds, errors diverged

during the tting procedure, and (one or more of ) the estimates ended up at the
specied boundaries. Besides this, the experimental force-displacement data used
for the tting procedure had an insecurity on itself. This insecurity is caused by
the determination of "zero indentation depth", i.e.

the point where the sphere

started indenting the soft surface, which is subject to error (see materials and
methods). It has been shown that precise surface detection is crucial for achieving
accurate indentation results, especially for compliant materials [62]. The success
of the Barquins and Maugis tting procedure turned out to be strongly dependent
on starting values and set boundaries. When all three parameters
were tted, we used a starting value for

n

G0 , n

and

v∗

of 0.6, as reported in literature, and the
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outcome of the other tting procedure as a starting value for
resulted in a relatively high

v∗

(see Table 2).

done before in literature to obtain estimates for

∗
estimates for v and

G0

n

By xing

v∗

G0 .

This approach

at 0.6, as has been

[29, 31, 33], tting resulted in

that were much closer to literature values. However, a

t with comparable error was found with a much higher

G0

and

n.

The model

thus seems to be undertermined with respect to tting of the paramters. It can
be noted that tting equation (9) with

∗
for v as varying

n.

n

xed at 0.6 leads to a similar estimate

We ascribe this to the limited number of data points that

was used for this tting procedure. Together, the above suggests that multiple ts
could be obtained with dierent estimates for

G0 , v ∗

and

n.

The detailed reasons

underlying these variations and the underdetermination of the ts requires further
detailed experiments.
The obtained rate-dependence of the dry adhesives follows the established empirical power law in equation (7), but with a higher estimate for

v∗

than has been

reported in literature.

4.2

Wet adhesion mechanism

4.2.1 Viscous dissipation in the uid
Figure 6 shows that in the presence of a liquid, peak adhesive forces were less
dependent on retraction speed than they were for dry contacts. We note that the
variation of measured forces was high between the dierent droplets (see error bars
for wet adhesion in Figure 6 compared to dry adhesion). However, measurements
one single droplet gave consistent results. Video recordings showed that dierent
droplets spread to dierent "squeezed" orientations and the droplet volume may
have changed between experiments as uid transfer did not only involve a consistent
volume that was taken up inside the capillary, but also a changing uid volume that
adhered to the exterior of the capillary. For these reasons, we attribute the variation
in peak force to a variation both in droplet volume and spreading behaviour.
According to the simple "wet adhesion model", the dynamic component in wet
adhesion arises from viscous eects, whereas capillarity forms the static contribution to the adhesive force (see equation (1)). When this wet adhesion model is
applied to our articial system, we can predict the static pull-o force by only taking into account the capillary contribution. Considering a capillary bridge between
a sphere and a at soft surface, the static adhesive force is given by [23]:

(18)

P0 = Pcap = 3πRγ cos θ
in which

γ

is the surface tension of the liquid and

cosines of the contact angles

θ1

and

θ2

cos θ

is the average of the

of the liquid with the plane and the sphere,

respectively [24]. Due to the similarities of their surface tensions [63], we assume
the contact angles of pure and glycerol to be identical. For an adhesion mediated by

γ = 69 mN m−1 and the contact angle of glycerol on glass θ2 = 38.3◦ [49]).
receding contact angle of diluted glycerol on APTES-treated PDMS (θ1 ) was

glycerol,
The
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59◦ . Therefore, the predicted adhesive force1 is 1.35 mN versus
an average force of 1.01 mN measured in our experiments (95 % CI (0.82, 1.66) at
−1 ). This suggests that the static adhesive force can be
retraction speed 0.01 µm s
measured to be

explained by capillary forces.

2

Despite a two hundredfold dierence in viscosity between the two liquids, we
measured no inuence of viscosity on adhesive force. The estimated viscous con-

3 can be found by [64]:

tribution to the adhesive force

Pvis = 6πR
where

η

is the viscosity of the uid, and

the centre of the sphere.

dh/dt

2η



h
h

dh
dt


(19)

is the uid lm thickness underneath

4 The viscous force is dependent on the separation speed

between the two solid surfaces, which we approximate with the applied

retraction speed.

For the viscous force of diluted glycerol to amount

a retraction speed of
to about

4.5 mN), h

500 µm s−1

3.5 mN at
1 mN

(see Figure 6: forces increase from about

should be around

100 nm (η = 0.008 Pa s).

A similar viscous

force in an undiluted glycerol liquid bridge (η = 1.4 Pa s) is achieved with a liquid
layer thickness of

20 µm.

It should be noted that at higher speeds, the retraction

speed can be an overestimation of the actual separation speed, a result of the
deformation of the beam.
The liquid thickness in our system is estimated following Martin and BrochartWyart [65]. For a liquid lm intercalated between a spherical rubber lens and a
at rigid plate, the lm thickness under the centre of the sphere over time

h(t)

can be approached with a classic Reynolds law via:

b
h(t) = √
Here,

b

is a constant (ms

lens with radius

a.

(20)

t

−1/2 ) that depends on the deformed at area of the

Although our system consists of a rigid sphere on a soft half

space, the relationship between contact area and external force is via Hertz theory
identical as in ref. [65]. A dierence exists in the fact that our contact site shows
a curvature due to the rigid spherical indenter, whereas the contact area was at
in ref. [65]. We believe the eect of this discrepancy to have a minor inuence on
the squeeze-out behaviour, and therefore use the same expression for

s

b=
1

27π ηRa
64 E

b,

being:

(21)

It should be noted that by making this prediction, we implicitly assume that there are no
additional interfacial forces playing a role besides capillarity, so adhesive force as a direct result
of surface tension and any solid-solid interactions between PDMS and sphere are discarded.
2
A static contact angle for diluted glycerol on APTES-treated PDMS was not measured.
When the capillary force was calculated with a static contact angle instead of a receding contact
angle, the estimated force would be smaller, bringing experimental and theoretical values closer
to each other.
3
In this relationship, both sphere and plane are assumed to be rigid.
4
We assumed here that h << R.
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From contact area recordings of wet contacts, PDMS deformation could not be
derived, as will be discussed later. We therefore assume that the deformed region
of the PDMS during load in wet adhesion is similar to the one measured in dry

a = 0.2 mm.5

E = 1 MPa, R = 2.39 mm, we obtain after 20 s
equilibration time a layer thickness h of 15 nm for diluted glycerol (η = 8 mPa s)
and h = 200 nm for glycerol (η =1.4 Pa s).
adhesion, i.e.

With

So, the liquid layer appears to be much thinner than predicted from a viscous
contribution to adhesive force. The above reasoning leads to a signicant overestimation of the theoretical viscous contribution compared to the experimental results
(overestimation of factor 30 for diluted glycerol, factor 100 for pure glycerol). The
measured rate-dependence of adhesion can thus not be attributed to viscosity.
An explanation for this can be found in the connement of the liquid: liquids
that are subject to geometric constraints on a nanometer scale show a behaviour
deviating from their bulk response. Conned liquids tend to "solidify", having an
apparent viscosity much higher than their bulk viscosity [66, 67]. Their behaviour
may even shift from a viscous to an elastic response [68].

Whereas thicker liq-

uid layers lead to full lubrication where adhesion is only determined by viscosity
and capillarity, connement of the liquid may cause the overall response to be
dominated by the solid [69, 70].
Villey et al. [70] found that when the lm thickness is below a critical uid
lm thickness

hc ,

the liquid is in elastic connement.

In that case, the overall

response of the liquid becomes dominated by elastic deections of the solid. We
approximate our system as an oscillating drainage owas in ref. [70], where a uid
is conned between a rigid sphere and a rigid plane. The relative distance between
the two surfaces is varied harmonically with a frequency

ω/2π .

In that case, the

critical thickness is given by [70]:

ωη
hc ≈ R
K


2/3
(22)

R is the radius of the sphere and K is the reduced elastic modulus. Usω = v/hc , K = 1.78 MPa, v = 500 µm s−1 , the critical thickness is of the
order 5 µm for glycerol (η = 1.4 Pa s) and of the order 0.6 µm for diluted glycerol
(η = 8 mPa s). Note that hc decreases with decreasing retraction speed. From this
where

ing

state of connement, we derive that the apparent viscosity of the conned uid
was higher than its bulk viscosity. Although this might have limited squeeze-out
via equations (20) and (21), this eect would only be present when the liquid

is

in connement. As a result, it is not necessary to take into account the eect of
the increased viscosity on the state of connement.
Concluding, the uid was in elastic connement (h

< hc ):

estimates for

hc

are

orders of magnitude higher than the estimated uid thicknesses. A liquid response
dominated by solid behaviour explains why rate-dependence of wet adhesion was
independent of the liquid's viscosity.

5

Although a possible overestimation of the

Note that this is much smaller than the initial dark area observed in wet experiments (radius
around 0.8 mm). Interpretation of this dark area will be discussed on page 30.
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separation speed in equation (19) may have misguided our estimation for the viscous force in our system, estimates for

hc

conrm that a viscous response was not

dominant. So, as the liquid's viscous contribution to adhesion is apparently minimal, an alternative "energy sink" causing rate-dependence of adhesion is found in
the viscoelastic PDMS.

4.2.2 Viscoelastic dissipation in the soft solid
In this section, two possible mechanisms that may explain viscoelastic dissipation
in the PDMS in the presence of a thin interfacial uid layer are discussed. Neither
of the two is able to fully explain the behaviour of the wet adhesives, as will be
explained below. After introducing the respective mechanism, an attempt is made
to explain the characteristic force curve (see Figure 5b) in light of this mechanism.
Both sections end with a note about general assumptions that were made.
Before continuing with the outcomes of our experiments, it is useful to discuss
an experiment performed by Zhang et al. (2010) [71].

The authors tested the

adhesive force between a plate and a sphere xed on a cantilever.

Both plate

and sphere were rigid, made of glass and silicium nitride, respectively, while the
cantilever was soft. Similar to our experiments, a movement of the cantilever in
the normal direction was followed by an adhesive force. By changing the amount
of uid in the contact zone by a so-called "drop splitting method", the authors
were able to measure adhesive forces in the presence of a picoliter volume of liquid.
From their experiments, we learn three interesting things.

First, a large sudden

decrease in adhesive force was accompanied by a sudden "shrinking" of the liquid.
This combination of eects, i.e.

a drop in force with a shrinking liquid contact

area, shows a striking parallel with our experimental outcomes for wet adhesion.
Second, a further increase in interfacial clearance caused a slow and steady decrease
in adhesive force, akin to the last part of the force trace in Figure 5b. Third, the
"shrinking release force" was only present when the uid was conned below a
certain volume. The latter might indicate a relationship between elastic conment
and an observed force drop.

Mechanism 1: Crack propagation through a mobile interfacial layer
In elastomer adhesion, an increased segmental mobility of the interfacial chains
is known to reduce the rate-dependence of adhesion [31].

Since the relaxation

times of polymers are dependent on their surrounding medium [28, 72], the highly
mobile uid may have led to an increased interfacial mobility (see Figure 11a).
Thus, we consider the system to be similar to a dry adhesive, albeit with a very
mobile interface. It should be noted that this mechanim can only explain our data
if forces are transmitted through the uid layer. This may either occur because
of polymer chains penetrating through the uid layer to be in contact with the
indenter, or because of connement eects of the uid layer.
Before we explain the force trace with this mechanism, let us rst discuss in
more detail the top-view recordings that were made during the experiments. We
note that the existence of the "grey" area (see Figure 4a) was accompanied by two
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observations: (i) liquid spreading on treated surfaces always followed the emerged
grey area, whereas the wetting path on untreated surface was more random; (ii)
a similar grey area was absent upon repeated indentations on untreated surfaces.
These two observations suggest that treatment caused the surfaces to adsorb a
thin uid layer, the "grey area".

This observation is consistent with literature:

polymer chains have been reported to "trap" thin uid layers with thicknesses in
the order of the polymer chain length [7375]. The darker area within the wetted
area had a sharp edge (see Figure 4); the interpretation of the dark area and the
edge dier per mechanism discussed. Although the presence of a circular dark area
during preload may suggest that this dark area was an eect of PDMS deformation
induced by the sphere, the dark area remained after the sphere and the surface
were visibly separated. In fact, the dark area was also present when only a sessile
droplet was present on the surface.

The rim of the dark area can therefore be

interpreted as the result of a nite contact angle between a macroscopic droplet
and the prewetted surrounding region. A similar coexistence of a microscopic thin
uid lm with a macroscopic droplet has previously been reported in cases of partial
wetting [7678]. However, it can not be excluded that in some stages during the
load-unload cycles the dark area was only an eect of PDMS deformation. Since
these dierent interpretations determine the plausibility of the two mechanisms
that will be discussed, the precise interpretation of the dark area will be considered
for each mechanism separately.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Two possible mechanisms for viscoelastic dissipation in
the presence of a uid layer. Rigid indenter in red, uid in blue and

PDMS in grey. No interpretation was made for liquid spreading outside
the contact zone. (11a) Mechanism 1: crack propagation through a
mobile interface. The uid layer is treated as a mobile interfacial layer
that decreases viscoelastic dissipation in the soft solid through lubrication. A crack propagates with a velocity v through the uid layer. (11b)
Mechanism 2: viscoelastic braking. A wetting ridge of height lr is pulled
up at the contact line as an eect of surface tension. Dislocation of the
wetting ridge with a nite speed u causes energy dissipation in the solid.
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We now relate four events in the force trace (Figure 5b) to our observations
and interpretations.

(i)

Increasing force caused by viscous and elastic response:

The rst increase

in force is, according to this mechanism, an eect of the viscous and elastic
response of the PDMS when a crack propagates through the interface between
the probe and the liquid/PDMS. Additional adhesive forces, e.g.

capillary

forces, are considered to be negligible.

(ii)

Peak adhesion when crack propagation becomes unstable:

Following this ap-

proach, peak adhesion is reached when crack propagation becomes unstable,
i.e. when

δG/δA < 0

[79]. Note that up to here, the detachment procedure

is identical as to dry adhesion, and dissipation arises from high strain rates at
the crack tip.

(iii)

Force drop as interfacial chains are detached or liquid escapes connement:
In line with the above, the unstable crack propagates increasingly fast, which
would lead to a sudden inwards ow of the liquid, possibly preceded by detachment of the interfacial chains from the indenter. Where in dry adhesion
the force dropped to zero at this point, the uid layer may have prevented
this by forming a capillary bridge, which we explain as follows. We observed
that the force drop was accompanied by a "collapse" in dark area (Figure 7).
Preservation of volume dictates that this collapse must have been accompanied by a jump in interfacial clearance, i.e. an increase in distance between
the probe surface and the PDMS surface. In turn, the liquid layer thickness
may even have increased above

hc ,

meaning that it was no longer in elastic

connement and that a capillary bridge may have formed connecting the solid
surfaces. The capillary adhesive force may have caused the jump to stop. A
similar phenomenological explanation may be derived for the force drop that
occurred for small liquid volumes that occurred during the experiments in
ref. [71]: when the liquid was initially in elastic connement, a consecutive
big increase in interfacial clearance favoured the formation of a stable capillary bridge. As the tests in ref. [71] were performed with a silicium nitride
indenter and a glass surface, the force drop in those experiments can not be
explained by detachment of interfacial chains.

This favours the hypothesis

that the force drop is an eect of the sudden increase in uid layer thickness, and that chain penetration is not necessary to allow force transmission
through the uid layer.

(iv)

Decreasing force due to stretching a capillary bridge:

At the end of the trace,

we observed a force that decreased slowly and rather monotonously with time.
Side-view recordings showed a liquid lm that was stretched in the normal
direction in this late stage of the retraction movement. In agreement with a
liquid being no longer in elastic connement, we suggest that capillary forces
dominate the force response in this stage.

The force of a capillary bridge
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between a sphere and a plane as a function of clearance reads [80]:

P =
where

d

3πRγ cos θ
1 + h/d

(23)

6 of the wetted part of the sphere and

is the sagitta

thickness under the center of the sphere.
a wetted radius of the sphere of

0.84 mm

h

is the lm

Side-view recordings suggested
right after the force drop and

0.64 mm

at the end of the retraction movement. With R = 2.39 mm, this
d = 37 µm and d = 22 µm, respectively. Right after the force drop,
−1 , θ = 59◦ , and θ = 38.3◦ ,
using P = 0.5 mN (see Figure 5b), γ = 69 mN m
1
2
we estimate a lm thickness of h = 32 µm. At the end of the retraction
movement, P = 0.2 mN, leading to h = 81 µm. The time between both points
was about 18 s, meaning that the piezo displacement was 18 µm (retraction
−1 ). Taking into account eects of beam bending on interfacial
speed 1 µm s
clearance and the inaccuracy in determination of d and the contact angles,
leads to

capillary forces might have had a dominant contribution in this late stage of
detachment.
We note that the end of the force curve is in our experiments similar as in
the experiments performed by Zhang et al. (2010) [71].

The authors also

proposed the stretching of a capillary bridge to cause the nal decrease in
force.
It should be taken into account that above explanation can only account for the
observed rate-dependence if either the chains could penetrate through the liquid
layer, or if forces could be transmitted through the liquid layer due to its connement. Both connement and chain penetration require the layer to be very thin, i.e.
of microscopic thickness. The dark area observed in the top-view recordings can
therefore not be interpreted as a continuous liquid layer of macroscopic thickness.
According to this mechanism, the dark area may have been a result of deformation
of the PDMS surface caused by the sphere. It is not excluded that this deformation
was accompanied by a macroscopic uid lm around the "conned contact zone".
In order to assess the plausibility of force transmission between the interfaces,
we rst have a closer look at chain penetration through the uid layer. We dened
two major prerequisities for this to occur.

One, the liquid layer should be thin

enough for chains to span it, and two, penetrating the liquid layer should be
energetically favourable. Assuming a polymer chain length in the order of tens of
nanometers, these chains may penetrate the diluted glycerol layer with an estimated
thickness of

10 nm,

but spanning the

150 nm

thick glycerol layer seems less likely.

Quantitative comparisons should be treated with care as the calculation of thickness
may deviate from the real uid thickness, due to the fact that equation (21) does
not necessarily have to hold due to the various approximations involved.
Crossing a hydrophilic uid layer may not be favourable for hydrophobic PDMS
chains, but possibly the APTES-treatment was not limited to the chain ends at

6

The sagitta of a circular arc is the distance from the center of the arc to the center of its
base.
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the surface, i.e. hydrophilization may have occurred over a longer chain length,
thereby making further penetration of the layer more likely. It is possible to develop
a dierent argument considering the energetic favourability of chains penetrating
the liquid layer when taking into account that contact between sphere and PDMS
requires a local dewetting of the two surfaces.

The stability of the liquid lm

between the glass sphere and treated surface depends on the sign of the spreading
coecient, which is given by [81]:

S = γGS − (γGF + γF S )
where

γGS , γGF

and

γF S

(24)

are the interfacial tensions of glass/surface, glass/uid

and uid/surface, respectively [81].

A positive spreading coecient indicates a

stable lm.
We note that the contact angle between uid and glass was low, and that we
may have observed a prewetting layer of uid being trapped on the APTES-treated
surfaces. Together, these drive us to the idea that
meaning that

S

γGF

and

γF S

are probably small,

is likely to be positive (equation (24)). Furthermore, it has been

shown that for instable liquid lms (S

< 0) on soft surfaces, macroscopic dewetting

occurs by nucleation and growth of a dry patch [65], phenomena not observed in
our experiments. Thus, the lubricated contact seems to be energetically favourable
and the lm may be continuous; thereby any direct interactions between the surface
and the glass sphere could be prevented.
The alternative explanation for force transmission in the presence of a uid
layer could be found in the connement of the liquid. Although conned liquids
are known to show a behaviour that diers signicantly from their bulk behaviour,
little research has been done on the exact eects of connement on adhesion. At
this stage, evidence lacks for coupling force transmission through the liquid layer
to the connement of the liquid. Further research is required to gain insight in this
behaviour.
All together,

this mechanism is able to directly explain the lower rate-

dependence in the presence of a liquid as an eect of an increased interfacial
mobility. A similar eect of lubrication on rate-dependence of adhesion has been
reported before [26, 31]. Moreover, the mechanism does provide a plausible explanation for the course of the force trace. However, it relies on the assumption
that forces can be transmitted through the mobile interfacial layer, either via chain
penetration or via anomalous uid behaviour induced by connement of the liquid
layer.

Mechanism 2: Viscoelastic braking
The second model accounting for viscoelastic losses in wet adhesion arises when
we take a closer look at the wet "crack" propagation.

For this mechanism, we

interpret the rim of the dark area as the result of a nite contact angle between
a macroscopic droplet and the prewetted surrounding region (see the introduction
of the previous mechanism). A propagation of the "wet crack" now resembles the
motion of a contact line (see Figure 11b).
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Eects of the movement of a contact line may drastically inuence the
(de)wetting behaviour: liquid droplets on soft solids can generate strong surface
deformations below the contact line, resulting from a balance of surface tension
and elastic forces [33, 8285]. The vertical force due to the uid surface tension,

f0 = γF sin θ,

given by

7 The

pulls up a "wetting ridge" around the contact line.

height of this wetting ridge lr is of the order

γF /ES , where ES is the shear modES = E/3 for incompressible solids, E = 1 MPa and
estimate lr = 0.19 µm.

ulus of the soft solid. Using

γF

= 64 mN m

−1 , we

For wetting experiments on soft solid surfaces, it has been shown that the
movement of the contact line is accompanied by a movement of the wetting ridge,
giving rise to energy dissipation in the viscoelastic solid [86, 87]. For a given driving force, contact line displacement then occurs at a speed lower than the speed
measured on a non-deformable surface of similar surface energy and roughness.
This phenomenon, called viscoelastic braking, may have such important consequences on the dynamic wetting behaviour that dissipation due to dislocation of
the wetting ridge can dominate dissipation due to uid movement [88].
Viscoelastic dissipation has been found to be related to the speed of the contact

u

line

in the following way [33, 83, 88]:

G ∝ (u/u0 )p
where

u0

and

p are constants.

(25)

Note the striking similarity of equation (25) with the

dissipation function describing the dependence of dry adhesion on crack propagation speed (equation (7)). Both models consider the overall mechanical response
of the system to be dominated by the properties of the solid, and both models
describe viscoelastic losses to result from high strain rates at the contact edge.
Parallels between dissipation due to contact line motion and dry crack propagation
are in the range of 0.01 to

p range from
1 mm s−1 [33]. In

v∗:

both are lower for

have been drawn before in various studies [33, 82].
0.5 to 0.6, literature values for
fact,

u0

u0

Estimates for

is in a similar way related to energy dissipation as

"lossier" substrates [33], thus indicating a higher rate-dependence for lossier substrates. Note that estimates for
for

v∗,

u0

which typically range up to

are orders of magnitude higher than estimates

0.4 µm s−1

[27, 30, 31].

The above indicates that, in the wet adhesives, viscoelastic dissipation may have
been induced by the movement of a wetting ridge. Our outcomes do show that
peak adhesion increased with the wet "crack" propagation speed (see Figure 10),
which is in line with equation (25). Again, we attempt to explain the force trace
according to the mechanism.
(i)

Increasing force caused by dewetting and PDMS response:

We note that

the dark area recedes with increasing speed up to the collapse (blue line in
Figure 7). Since we have coupled the receding dark area to the displacement
of a contact line, this motion should involve some form of dewetting. Apart
from dewetting, forces may be incorporated in the motion of the wetting ridge
via the elastic or viscous response of the material. Moreover, connement of

7

Note that for θ = 0, there is no wetting ridge.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Dynamics of a wetting ridge. Obtained from Karpitschka
et al. (2015) [89]. (12a) Displacement of the triple line is accompanied

by a displacement of the wetting ridge, and causes a rotation ϕ of the
ridge. (12b) When the ridge is forced to tilt over its saturation rotation
angle ϕmax , the contact line depins from the ridge and surfs down the
ridge.
the liquid may also induce additional deformation of the PDMS. It is dicult
to assess the contributions of the dierent phenomena from the experimental
data.
(ii)

Peak adhesive force at ridge saturation angle:

Recently, in a dynamic wetting

experiment of a drop on a soft substrate, Karpitschka et al. [89] have found
that the moving contact line induces a rotation of the wetting ridge, whose
orientation angle is then dependent on the contact line velocity (see Figure 12a). For high contact line velocities, the rotation angle appears to reach
a maximum, the "saturation" angle.

Translating this to our experiments,

taking into account the increasing speed of the contact line mentioned under (i), we note that this framework so far provides an explanation for the
ridge orientation angle to reach its saturation rotation angle.

It should be

noted that the analogy with the experiments performed in ref. [89] is limited
for the fact that our experiments concerned a dewetting motion and that we
impose our system to an external force, i.e. the tensile force acting on the
liquid bridge may have caused an imbalance in the relation between contact
angle and contact line speed.
(iii)

Force drop caused by depinning:

The observed drop in force might follow from

a dynamical depinning of the contact line from the ridge. Such a depinning
is in line with the "collapse" of the area of the macroscopic uid layer (see
Figure 7) that accompanies the force drop. A theoretical explanation for this
depinning is given in ref. [89] and reads as follows: when the force applied
on the contact causes the contact angle to exceed its saturation angle, the
contact line dynamically depins from the ridge, surng it until a new wetting
ridge is formed (see Figure 12b). Such a stick-slip motion has been reported
before [90, 91].

As a slip movement may proceed without a displacement

of the wetting ridge, no viscoelastic dissipation would be involved in the
motion [92], which corresponds to the drop in force conform observations.
Also, viscoelastic braking will not occur during a slip motion, allowing the
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contact line to move with a high speed conform observations (Figure 7).
Repinning of the contact line may explain the end of the force drop at a
non-zero adhesive force.

It should be noted that this explanation can not

be translated to the force drop observed in ref. [71], where rigidity of the
surfaces will have prevented the formation of a wetting ridge.
(iv)

Decreasing force when capillary bridge is being stretched:

It is tempting to

use the same convenient explanation for the nal part of the force trace as
we did for the previous mechanism. However, if we assume that viscoelastic
braking has a signicant eect on the measured forces, we need to take this
contribution also into account in the last part. Regarding the high speed of
the contact line in this part of detachment (see Figure 7), viscoelastic dissipation due to viscous braking should

increase

in this stage, according to our

reasoning. Although the perimeter of the contact area may have decreased,
and with that the length of the contact line and in turn the volume of material deformed, this decrease seems to be minor compared to the increase in
speed.
In order to couple the decrease in rate-dependence to the presence of a liquid,
we revisit equation (25). The similarity between equation (25) and equation (7)
allows us to use these equations to compare rate-dependence between wet and
dry adhesion. Comparison reveals that

n

and

p

are both found between 0.5 and

0.6 [29, 33], indicating that both empirical laws describing energy dissipation take
the same form. While

v∗

usually takes values up to

0.4 µm s−1

for elastomers [27,

−1 [33]. According to this mechanism, a
30, 31], values for u0 range up to mm s
similar relation between "crack" propagation speed and adhesion would be expected
between wet and dry adhesion experiments, albeit with a lower velocity dependence
in the presence of a uid layer.
Hence, the lower rate-dependence of wet adhesion can also be explained with
viscoelastic braking.

However, eects expected from viscoelastic braking are in

direct contradiction to what we see in the last part of the force trace. Furthermore, the plausibility of this mechanism is determined by the interpretation of the
observed wetting phenomena, i.e. the plausibility of a moving contact line.

In summary, a low rate-dependence in wet adhesion may have resulted from
viscoelastic losses, but the exact mechanism for these losses can not be extracted
from our experiments. A lower rate-dependence as an eect of increased interfacial
mobility provides an explanation for all events that we observed in the force trace,
but depends on force transmission through the liquid layer. A dierent explanation
may be found in viscoelastic braking, but only if the liquid layer has actually pulled
up a wetting ridge and even then, the nal slow decrease in force is in contradiction
with the proposed framework. A comparison of the proposed mechanisms reveals
that while the rst mechanism only holds for conned liquids, viscoelastic braking
would occur also for liquids showing their bulk behaviour. It should be noted that a
combination of the two mechanisms can not be excluded: when a liquid is conned
between the PDMS surface and rigid indenter, it may also pull up a wetting ridge at
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the contact line. Further research is required to assess the respective contributions
of the two mechanisms.

4.3

Viscoelastic dissipation in insect adhesion

Our results suggest that viscous dissipation in the liquid does not have a dominant
eect when an interfacial liquid is in elastic connement, and that rate-dependent
behaviour may be determined by viscoelastic losses in the solid.
If we revisit the insect wet adhesive mechanism with these new insights, the
rst thing to note is that the thickness of the secretion layer is in the range of
nanometers [9]. This means that the liquid is most likely in a comparable elastic
connement as the liquid in our adhesive system [70].

Continuing this line of

thought, it seems to be plausible that, even when contact is mediated by a uid
layer, viscoelastic dissipation can take place in the pad as the overall response will
be dominated by the behaviour of the footpad.
Thus, instead of the liquid lm

causing

rate-dependence via its viscous com-

ponent, we rather believe that the secretion allows the animal to
dependence by minimizing viscoelastic losses in the footpad.

reduce

rate-

A strong velocity-

dependence of adhesion of the animal feet may have negative consequences: during locomotion, for example, fast detachment would require additional work and
might eventually lead to damage of the pad. Minimizing rate-dependence via the
secretion of a liquid could be a valuable tool to control detachment.
It has been stated that solid-solid interactions between footpad and surface
can not be excluded in wet adhesion [9], which supports the idea of a crack that
propagates upon adhesive failure. If this is the case, we might consider the uid
layer to decrease rate-dependence of adhesion by minimizing viscoelastic losses
near the crack tip.
On the other hand, a low rate-dependence of insect adhesion [12] is in line
with viscoelastic braking involving a small wetting ridge.

Considering the low

contact angle of the uid with the pad (receding angle about

9◦

[93]), the vertical

component of surface tension will be small, suggesting the presence of a small
wetting ridge. However, viscoelastic braking would require an actual displacement
of the contact line over the pad, thus either a local dewetting of the pad during
detachment which is unlikely [94], or partial wetting of the secretion lm on the
pad, similar to the partial wetting as described above.
Although this research has led to the suggestion of two distinct mechanisms
that may account for viscoelastic dissipation in the presence of a liquid, we can not
translate one of them directly to wet adhesion of animals. In order to nd out the
exact mechanism that nature has designed for wet adhesives, further experimental
research is required.

5 | Future research
From the previous section, it has come clear that our understanding of the dissipation processes in wet adhesion is not yet complete. During this study, several
opportunities for future research were encountered which will be discussed in the
following section. The section starts with discussing several aspects of this research
that have limited us in the interpretation of the observed phenomena. These limitations are accompanied by suggestions for improvement. The section ends with
new questions that have emerged from this project, both in the research eld of
physical chemistry as in the world of biomechanics.

5.1

Research limitations

Starting with the dry adhesion, we note that consistency between the simple model
system and literature data is a prerequisiste for our outcomes to be related to the
work done on adhesion of soft solids. However, our results for rate-dependence of
PDMS showed signicant discrepancy with literature values. Three major limitations have been identied that may contribute to a discrepancy between our dry
adhesion outcomes and literature.
First, we note that a synchronization of contact area data with force data was
not possible for relatively high retraction speeds. Our setup was hence not suited
to relate adhesion to crack propagation speed for these high retraction speeds.
An eect of this emerged when we assessed rate-dependence using equation (9),
where we used the outcome of only three retraction speeds for tting.

Proper

synchronization could have been performed with lower frame rates, but this would
have led to a decreased resolution of the contact data. Addressing the signal transfer problem would facilitate model tting over a larger extent of the experimental
data.
Second, we mention the procedure for obtaining force-displacement data. Our
method for determining zero displacement is somewhat arbitrary and prone to
errors. This will have had an impact on tting with the Barquins and Maugis tting
procedure.

An improvement in this respect could be the use of a displacement

transducer [27, 55].
Third, the applied methods for quantifying rate-dependence raise questions.
Fitting equation (9) was limited because of the amount of data that could be used
for crack propagation speeds, whereas the Barquins and Maugis tting procedure
was strongly dependent on starting values and set boundaries as mentioned in
discussion.

If we take into account the two comments above, we may ideally
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have used three input states (δ ,
procedure.

P

and

a)

for the Barquins and Maugis tting

An additional independent parameter would improve the quality of

the ts. Nevertheless, errors may still have diverged for higher retraction speeds
and a strong interdependence of the estimates may have remained. Ideally,

G

is

calculated over the duration of the experiments, using accurate measurements of

δ, P

and

a.

This is the method often applied in literature [26, 27, 31, 61]. Then,

by determining the crack propagation speed over the duration of the experiment,

n , G0

and

v∗

can be determined.

For the analysis of wet adhesion data, the major limiting factors were found in
visualisation aspects.
A proper indication of the uid layer thickness is the key to detailed analysis
of wet adhesion measurements.

The lm thickness is determinant with respect

to: estimating viscosity eects, assessing connement and estimating occurrence
of chain penetration.

However, dynamic measurements of uid lm thicknesses

in the nanometer range are challenging, especially for dynamic measurements.
IRM measurements have been performed to measure uid thickness in static contacts [9]. A prerequisite was that the droplet was located on a at, undeformed
surface. In our current setup, non-atness and deformation of the PDMS would
inuence the measured prole. A more sophisticated approach was used by Wexler
et al. (2014) [95] for determining the

z -prole

of a droplet conned between two

soft at substrates. By making use of interferometry in combination with a highmagnication confocal

z

stack the droplet prole could be reproduced.

A more

simple approach could be obtained by slightly changing our setup. If a glass coverslip is used in combination with an elastomeric lens, one might use IRM to view
the contact area through the coverslip. In this way, the droplet thickness can be
determined from the interference prole.
Furthermore, the quality of the top-view images was limited. Upon spreading a
droplet over the treated PDMS, we observed dierent regions. Although we made
phenomenological interpretations of these observed regions, little data was available
to verify these interpretations.

The second mechanism proposed for viscoelastic

dissipation depends extensively on the quality of our interpretations of the wetting
phenomena.

5.2

New questions

This work has opened up new hypotheses for the origin of viscoelastic dissipation
in the presence of a liquid layer.
A signicant part of this work was focussed on nding the phenomenon underlying rate-dependence in the adhesion of the articial system.

We identied

two possible mechanisms (see discussion), none of which could fully explain the
observed phenomena. In order to gain more insight in the dynamics of adhesion of
our system, the following experimental parameters could be changed:
(i)

Equilibration time during load:

Following equation (20), changing the equi-

libration time during load should result in dierent lm thicknesses. Energy
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dissipation as a result of crack propagation through the uid layer requires
the layer to be in elastic connement or to allow chain penetration. In either
case, a certain minimal uid thickness would prevent this mechanism from
dissipating energy. Since energy dissipation in viscoelastic braking will also
occur for liquid layers of macroscopic thickness, dierent equilibration times
can be used to distinguish between the two mechanisms.
(ii)

Rigidity of the PDMS:

A soft solid with a higher elastic modulus will be

deformed less by surface tension of a contacting droplet.

Furthermore, it

has been shown that the cross-linking density of PDMS is related to the
maximum displacement speed of the wetting ridge [88]. If viscoelastic braking
dominates the displacement of the alleged contact line in wet adhesives, a
similar relation between rigidity and contact line speed should be present.
Eventually, one might even use a setup that constitutes of a surface and an
indenter that are both rigid.
Zhang et al.

In analogy to the experiments performed by

[71], a splitting procedure can be used to assess the eect

of elastic connement on dynamic adhesion. An attempt could be made to
relate this elastic connement to the transition from a continuously decreasing
force to a shrinking release force (see ref. [71]).
(iii)

Chemistry of surface or liquid:

Changing the contact angle between the liquid

and the surface should have an eect on the height of the wetting ridge that is
pulled up around the contact line. In the extreme case, a completely wetting
uid (θ = 0) would not pull up a ridge. In turn, this may have eect on the
viscoelastic dissipation and thus on rate-dependence.
Extending the outcomes towards a broader eld of soft solids and biomechanics
raises curiosity. For example, in earlier research it was found that adhesion of insect
footpads is an order of magnitude higher on several polymeric surfaces than on glass
and mica.

1 It would be interesting to test the same dependence of the adhesive

behaviour of uid-mediated PDMS adhesion on polymer surfaces.

Furthermore,

the adhesion of insect pads is strongly dependent on the shear force applied on
the footpad [12]. The eect of a combination of parallel and normal forces could
also be tested on the articial system. Fluid depletion is an interesting additional
variable when testing this.

1

J.H. Dirks, unpublished data

6 | Conclusion
The presence of a thin uid layer between a rigid indenter and a soft solid decreased the rate-dependence of adhesion. The rate-dependence was independent
of the viscosity of the contact-mediating uid, which appeared to be in "elastic
connement". Our results suggest that the rate-dependence of these "wet adhesives" was caused by dissipative phenomena in the viscoelastic solid rather than
by viscous dissipation in the liquid. Two mechanisms may explain solid-dominated
viscoelastic dissipation in wet adhesion.
First, the wet adhesive contact may be akin to a dry contact with an increased
interfacial mobility.

The liquid layer induces a lubrication eect, which reduces

viscoelastic dissipation in the solid caused by high strain rates at the tip of the
propagating crack, thereby reducing the rate-dependence of adhesion. However, it
is unclear whether force could be transmitted through the interfacial layer. We identied two possible ways for this force transmission: chain penetration or anomalous
uid behaviour resulting from connement. Notwithstanding, we have no evidence
for chain penetration through the layer, nor have extensive studies been performed
on the eect of liquid connement on adhesion.
Second, the movement of a wetting ridge may cause viscoelastic dissipation
via "viscoelastic braking". The surface tension of liquids is known to cause local
deformation of soft solids around the contact line, whose movement can trigger
a viscoelastic response. In wet adhesion experiments, a movement of the alleged
contact line was observed, which would be accompanied by a displacement of the
wetting ridge. The velocity of the contact line around the moment of peak adhesion
was found to increase with retraction speed, and the accompanied wetting ridge
movement may have led to increased dissipation in the solid by inducing increasing
strain-rates. Notwithstanding, this mechanism is not yet able to explain the nal
part of the force trace, where a fast movement of the contact line was accompanied
by a decrease in force.
We anticipate that also in insect adhesion, rate-dependence may arise from
viscoelastic dissipation in the insect footpad rather than from viscous eects in
the liquid, as the secreted uid mediating the contact is in a similar connement.
However, the exact way in which rate-dependence is induced remains unclear both
in the model system and in insect pads, and requires further investigation. The
model system appears to be a promising tool for studying and understanding the
physical mechanisms underlying the rate-dependence in insect pads, and wet soft
adhesives in general.
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Appendix
Recordings
Link to videos:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9i765x1g8en51vc/
AACpuN3F7u0zw4JRd3r8ufXFa?dl=0

The videos correspond to the force traces depicted in Figure 5. For both the dry
and the wet adhesion experiment, a side-view recording and a top-view recording
are given.

Description:
Dry_topview :

Initially, PDMS deformation by the sphere is visible in the top-

left part of the screen. As retraction proceeds, we note two things: (i) a darker area
around the circular deformation starts to appear and (ii) the circular deformation
decreases in size. Eventually, a white ring is visible that clearly distinguishes the
two areas. Both regions can be attributed to PDMS deformation. The inner region
shows the deformation caused by indentation of the sphere. The outer region is
an upwards deformation caused by the adhesive force in the contact zone. After
850 frames, the sphere detaches from the PDMS.

Dry_sideview :

In the lower part of the screen, the spherical indenter is visible.

A reection of the sphere in the PDMS can be seen just above the top of the
sphere. A detachment seems to occur around frame 850.

Wet_topview :

The dark area slowly recedes during the rst 570 frames. Then,

the area "collapses" occurs between frame 570 and 600. After frame 600, the dark
area again decreases steadily, but faster than in the initial stage.

Wet_sideview :

The sphere is again visible in the lower part of the image. The

uid layer can be distinguished on top of the sphere. Upon retraction, the meniscus
of the uid appears to move inwards. This movement of the meniscus occurs faster
after frame 570.
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